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An example of a dissection of the square into pairwise unequal

squares�

by
R� Sprague in Berlin�Charlottenburg�

Herr St�ohr� was recently occupied with the question of whether a rectan�
gle of given aspect ratio� in particular a square� can be dissected into �nitely
many pairwise di�erent squares� Theorem �
 of his dissertation states�

If any rectangle with sides a and b� a � b� admits two such dissections�
which have no component square in common� and do not contain the square
with side a� then the square with side a � b can be dissected in the desired
way �namely� into the squares with sides a and b and the two given dissected
rectangles��

In the following we give two dissections of a rectangle with aspect ratio
�� � �	 which satisfy the conditions of this theorem�

The �rst is shown in Figure �� it has been based on well�known� dissec�
tions of the rectangles with aspect ratio �� � �� and �� � 	� into pairwise
unequal squares� which coincidentally have no square in common� The num�
bers denote the side lengths of the component squares�

We name the rectangle of Fig� � R�� it has sides of � � �� and � � �	
and it does not contain the square with side equal to its smaller side as a
component�

In order to �nd the second decomposition� we �rst augment R� with a
square along its longer side� thus producing a rectangle R� with sides � � �	
and � � ��� Furthermore� a rectangle R� with sides �	 � �	 and �� � �� is used�
its dissection is shown in Figure ��

The sides of the squares are
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Linear enlargement of R� in the ratio � � �� and of R� in the ratio � � �
yields rectangles R�

�
with sides � � �� � �	 and � � �� � �� and R�

�
with sides

� � �	 � �	 and � � �� � ���
Joining R�

�
and R�

�
at the sides of equal length creates one rectangle R�

with sides � � �� � �� and � � �	 � ��� It does not contain the square with side
equal to its smaller side as a component� The rectangle R� contains pairwise
unequal squares� This is because R� and R� have this property� and unlike
the squares in R�

�
� no square in R�� and hence none in R�

�
� has side a multiple

of ���
No side of a square in R� or R� is a multiple of ��� therefore� the same is

true for R�� The enlargement of R� in the ratio � � �� and R� thus are two
dissections of the rectangle with sides a � � � �� � �� and b � � � �	 � �� which
ful�ll the conditions�

R� consists of �
� R� of �� component squares� two more component
squares also appear� those with sides a and b� Therefore� each square is
dissectable into �� pairwise unequal squares�
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